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Background
Up to 50% of antimicrobial use in the inpatient setting is unneeded or inappropriate. 1For example, viruses
are typically the cause of acute bronchitis but despite this as much as 80% of patients will be prescribed
antibiotics. 2 Also the length of treatment for most infections has been poorly studied and it is likely that
treatment durations are inappropriately long. 3 The appropriate use of antimicrobials is essential because
they are associated with patient harm including drug toxicity, increased drug resistance, and collateral
damage such as Clostridium difficile-associated diarrhea. 4-6Procalcitonin has been evaluated as a
biomarker to assist the clinician in the diagnosis and treatment of bacterial infection. Procalcitonin has
been studied most thoroughly for lower respiratory tract infections and sepsis and its use is associated
with decreased antimicrobial usage without worsening of clinical outcomes. 7-13

What is Procalcitonin? 1 4 -16
Procalcitonin (PCT) is a 116 amino acid precursor of calcitonin which under normal circumstances is
produced by the thyroid C-cells. Serum concentrations of PCT are normally <0.05 ng/mL but in
circumstances of systemic inflammation, particularly bacterial infection, PCT is produced in large
quantities by many body tissues. It is detectable within 2-4 hours and peaks within 6-24 hours (as
opposed to CRP which begins to rise after 12-24 hours and peaks at 48 hours). 14-16 PCT production is not
impaired by neutropenia or other immunosuppressive states. PCT levels parallel the severity of the
inflammatory insult or infection; those with more severe disease have higher PCT levels. Furthermore,
procalcitonin has some utility as a prognostic indicator with higher serum concentrations related to the
risk of mortality.
PCT has some advantages other biomarkers in common clinical use such as C-reactive protein (CRP)
and white blood cell count. The advantages of PCT over older markers include: specificity for bacterial
infection (verses inflammation in general), the rapidity of its rise after an insult (6 hours), the rapid decline
with immune control on infection (half-life of 24 hours), excellent correlation with severity of illness (higher
levels in more severely ill), and the lack of impact of anti-inflammatory and immunosuppressive states on
production.

What are clinical situations where PCT may be useful?


Differentiation of bacterial versus viral respiratory tract infection



Determination of antibiotic treatment length in respiratory infections



Diagnosis, risk stratification, and monitoring of sepsis and septic shock



Monitoring response to antibacterial therapy



Diagnosis of systemic secondary infection post-surgery, post-organ transplant, and in severe burns,
multiorgan failure, and severe trauma



Diagnosis of bacteremia and sepsis in adults and children (including neonates)



Differentiating bacterial versus viral meningitis



Diagnosis of renal involvement in pediatric urinary tract infections



Diagnosis of bacterial infection in neutropenic patients



Diagnosis of septic arthritis

What is the proposed role for procalcitonin at UCLA Health?
Procalcitonin can be used at UCLA Health to assist clinicians in the diagnosis of infection and to support
antimicrobial therapy decisions. Decisions regarding antimicrobial therapy should NOT be based
solely on procalcitonin serum concentrations; procalcitonin should be placed into the clinical context
of each patient scenario considering the site of possible infection, the likelihood of bacterial infection, the
severity of illness, and any other pertinent clinical data. It should be noted that PCT levels may not rise
with localized infections (osteomyelitis, localized abscess, etc) and a negative PCT should not be
considered to rule out a localized infection.

Lower respiratory tract infection (pneumonia, COPD exacerbation, bronchitis)
Excellent evidence supports the use of PCT for assisting clinicians in antibiotic management in lower
respiratory tract infection (LRTI) including pneumonia, exacerbations of chronic bronchitis, and other
assorted lower respiratory tract infections (bronchitis, asthma exacerbation, etc.). A meta-analysis of 8
studies with 3431 patients found the use of PCT in LRTI resulted in a 31% decrease in antibiotic
prescriptions and a decrease in antibiotic duration of 1.3 days. 17
Recommended Use: Based upon this evidence it is suggested that patients evaluated for bacterial LRTI
or started on antibiotics have a PCT value measure on admission and every 2-3 days subsequently.
Interpretation of values is listed below in Algorithms 1 and 2.
Algorithm 1: LRTI Initial PCT Value

Algorithm 2: LRTI PCT Value Follow Up

Sepsis (SIRS, sepsis, severe sepsis, septic shock)
A number of randomized trials have been performed evaluating the utility of PCT levels in guiding
antibiotic therapy. These have been summarized in 3 separate systematic reviews/meta-analyses
showing a decrease in antimicrobial exposure of 19-38% without increases in mortality, length of stay, or
relapsed/persistent infection. 18-20Most studies in sepsis have evaluated using PCT to discontinue
antibiotics although one large trial did use PCT levels to assist in the decision to initiate
treatment. 7Because of limited data, the decision to initiate therapy in the ICU should be driven by the
severity of illness and clinical assessment of the likelihood of infection with the PCT used as an adjunct to
assist in the decision to initiate antibiotics. Much more rigorous evidence exists to support the use of PCT
to discontinue antibiotics.
PCT levels that are not declining or are increasing are strong negative prognostic indicators of lack of
control of the infection by the host immune system and/or antibiotics. It has generally been recommended
that further diagnostic procedures/imaging or broader spectrum antibiotics be initiated based upon a
rising value. A recently published large trial puts this practice in question. This trial used PCT values of >1
µg/L as an “alert” to suggest broadening of therapy and further imaging. 21It did not find a mortality benefit
and was associated with increased length of stay in the ICU and on the ventilator. It is unclear what
processes should be initiated based upon a rising PCT, but the routine expansion of therapy is not
recommended. We recommend a careful reassessment of the patient for other sites/sources or infection
or evidence of resistant pathogens and decisions regarding further interventions be made based upon
this evaluation.
Recommended Use: Based upon the above information it is recommended that patients admitted to the
ICU with presumed sepsis/septic shock have PCT drawn on admission and that PCT be repeated on the
next 2 days. Decisions regarding antibiotic therapy can then be made based upon PCT dynamics, culture
data, and patient specific clinical data. Further PCT values may be drawn at the discretion of the
physician.

Algorithm 3: Sepsis Initial PCT Value
PCT Value

<0.25 µg/L

0.25 – 0.49 µg/L

≥0.5 – 1.0 µg/L

≥1.0 µg/L

Strongly consider antibiotic initiation in all patients with suspicion of infection

Antibiotic Use
Recommendation

Strongly
Discouraged

Discouraged

 Consider alternative diagnosis
 Repeat PCT in 6-12 hours if antibiotics
not begun
 If clinically unstable, immunosuppressed
or high risk consider overruling

Encouraged

Strongly
Encouraged

Repeat daily for 3 days to consider
early antibiotic discontinuation
See Algorithm 4

Algorithm 4: Sepsis PCT Follow Up
PCT Value

Antibiotic Use
Recommendation

<0.25 µg/L

0.25 – 0.49 µg/L
or drop by > 80%

≥0.5 µg/L and
decreased by
<80%

Cessation
Strongly
Encouraged

Cessation
Encouraged

Cessation
Discouraged

Consider continuation if
clinically unstable

≥ 0.5 µg/L and rising
or not decreasing

Strongly
Discouraged

 A PCT value which is rising or not
declining at least 10% per day is a poor
prognostic indicator and suggests
infection is not controlled
 Consider expanding antibiotic coverage or
further diagnostic evaluation

How procalcitonin will be ordered and reported:






Procalcitonin will be available 24 hours a day and will be run upon receipt.
Stat order results will be available within 90 minutes while results of routine testing will be
available during the same shift (usually 2-4 hours).
A value of = 0.1 µg/L will be flagged as elevated.
Values greater than 10 µg/L will produce a critical result.
Interpretation should be based upon the clinical context and algorithms available on
the Antimicrobial Stewardship Website.

The specific comment included on the laboratory report is included below:
Normal: <0.1 ng/mL (infants >72 hours – adults)
Suspected Lower Respiratory Tract Infection:
0.1 – 0.25 ng/mL - Low likelihood for bacterial infection; Antibiotics discouraged.
>0.25 ng/mL - Increased likelihood bacterial infection; Antibiotics encouraged.
Suspected Sepsis: Strongly consider initiating antibiotics in all unstable patients.
0.1 – 0.5 ng/mL - Low likelihood for sepsis; Antibiotics discouraged.
>0.5 ng/mL – Increased likelihood sepsis; Antibiotics encouraged.
>2.0 ng/mL – High risk of sepsis/septic shock; Antibiotics strongly encouraged.
Decisions on antibiotic use should not be based solely on procalcitonin levels. If antibiotics are
administered, repeat procalcitonin testing should be obtained every 2-3 days to consider early antibiotic
cessation. PCT is a dynamic biomarker and most useful when trends are analyzed over time in
accompaniment with other clinical data. Interpretation should be based upon clinical context and
algorithms available on the Antimicrobial Stewardship Website.

General PCT Interpretation:
Sepsis: PCT levels of >2.0 µg/L predicts sepsis and levels of >10 µg/L indicate likely septic shock.
Sensitivity and specificity of PCT for the diagnosis of sepsis has varied based upon population and
underlying diseases. Higher PCT levels have been shown to be associated with a worse prognosis, but
have not generally added to well validated clinical scoring systems such as APACHE or SAPS.

What are the limitations of procalcitonin?
False positive and false negative results can occur with any test and clinical context s hould guide
interpretation of PCT results.
Situations where the PCT elevations may be due to a non-bacterial cause:


Newborns (<48-72 hours; after 72 hours interpret levels as usual)



Massive stress (severe trauma, surgery, cardiac shock, burns)
o

In absence of infection PCT levels trend down after inciting event



Treatment with agents which stimulate cytokines (OKT3, anti-lymphocyte globulins, alemtuzumab, IL2, granulocyte transfusion)



Malaria and some fungal infections



Prolonged, severe cardiogenic shock or organ perfusion abnormalities



Some forms of vasculitis and acute graft vs. host disease



Paraneoplastic syndromes due to medullary thyroid and small cell lung cancer



Significantly compromised renal function, especially ESRD/hemodialysis

Key Principles of PCT Interpretation:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Interpret in the clinical context of the patient. For example, patients with septic shock should not
have antibiotics withheld based on normal PCT. Patients with mild elevations in PCT who exhibit no
signs or symptoms of infection may be closely monitored.
Serial measurements are preferred and provide more useful information. For example, patients
very early in the onset of infection may have a normal PCT value. Patients who have persistently
normal PCT levels are unlikely to have bacterial infection. Patients with other inflammatory events
such as major surgery who have steadily decreasing PCT levels often do not need antibiotics.
Consider the dynamics of the disease. For example, patients with severe trauma without infection
should have PCT levels that steadily decline. Rising PCT levels suggest a lack of control of the
infection. Patients with severe infections (bacteremic pneumonia) will generally take longer for PCT
levels to normalize.
Be aware of conditions that may affect PCT levels. For example, a patient with peritonitis who
returns to the OR for a washout is expected to have a transitory increase in PCT value post operatively. This should trend downward if the infection is adequately controlled.

Costs
Clinicians should consider the increased cost associated with the use of additional tests. PCT cost is
approximately twice that of CRP, but provides greater clinical value in the overall management of
the patient, especially when used for determination of cessation of antibiotics. A cost benefit
analysis of PCT use in the ICU found cost savings or increased cost of care was dependent on how
frequently PCT was utilized and the cost of the antibiotics which were discontinued. 19 Any cost
savings through the use of PCT will be realized through decreased antibiotic use and presumably
decreased complications of antibiotic use (C. difficile infection, drug toxicity, etc.)
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